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By Jama A. Sluzewski
StaH Reporter

Board of Regents
negotiates for
no out-of-state fees

Vol. 61, No.20

Reciprocity agreements being
negotiated by the Ohio Board of
Regents (OBOR) could waive out-ofstate fees for Ohioans seeking
college education in neighboring
states.
Kathleen Stafford, a staffer for the
regents, said she already has met
with representatives of institutions
of higher education in Michigan and
has scheduled meetings with some
in West Virginia, Kentucky and
Pennsylvania.
If negotiations are successful.
Ohio residents will be able to attend
state-assisted universities in those
states without paying the higher outof-state fees and may even be able to
use Ohio Instructional Grants (OIG)
for tuition. Stafford said.

SHE ADDED THAT, in return.
Ohio would have to open its doors to
residents of neighboring states
under the same conditions.
Stafford said that the legislature.
in May. passed a bill allowing the
OBOR to enter into reciprocity
agreements with adjacent states.

STAFFORD STRESSED that
negotiations are In the early stages
and no solid plans have yet
developed.
Glenn I. Van Wormer, associate
vice president for resource planning, said he does not know what
effect the student exchange would
have on the University.

She said the most advanced plans
have been made with Michigan. If
tentative agreements become
reality, the University of Toledo and
Michael J. Owens Technical College
(in Perrysburg) could begin
reciprocity with Monroe Community
College and Eastern Michigan
University as early as next fall.

"Some institutions close to the
borders, like the University of
Toledo and Youngstown State
University would probably feel the
impact more than we would," Van
Wormer said.
He said 676 undergraduate
students from out-of-state attended
the University last fall.

If the trade between those schools
is successful.' she said, the program
could be extended to include others,
such as the University.

THE HIGHEST number from any
single state. 107, came from Pennsylvania. Another 72 were from
Michigan.

Stafford said an agreement with
Pennsylvania over the use of OIGs in
that state must come soon. Students
from Pennsylvania are allowed to
use their state grants for Ohio
schools, but Ohioans must stay
within the state with theirs, she
explained.
Stafford said Pennsylvania officials have given their Ohio
counterparts until 1979 to work out
areciprocity agreement with grants
or Pennsylvanians would be
prohibited from using them in this
state.
She said one major provision of
the reciprocity bill passed by the
general assembly is that the number
of students exchanged between
states must be equal and neither
Ohio nor any other state can be
"disadvantage."
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AAalone denies conflict of interest
By Julie Rollo
Stall Reporter
Is it a conflict of interest to advise
University employees and serve as
president-elect of a state civil service
employees union?
Absolutely not. says Ray T. Malone,
who admits to the above.
"It is no conflict of interest because
being president of the Ohio Civil Service Employees Association (OCSEA)
opens many doors in Columbus for
me." Malone said. "lean do employees
here an awful lot of good by being able
to do that."
MALONE, ALSO president of the
local chapter of OCSEA.said time is his
biggest problem as he requires 80 hours
a week to perform the duties of both.
He maintains that his position in
OCSEA in no way influences his advisement of employees.
"No employee has to belong to the
association to get service out of me. I
serve all of the people," Malone said.
He added that he does not solicit
membership to the organization while
on the University campus.
ACCORDING TO Timothy C. Jochim,
assistant professor of legal studies,
Malone's positions legally are not a
conflict of interest, although they
probably would be in the private sector.
"What is permissible in the public
sector would notnecessarily be permissible in the private sector under the
National Labor Relations Board,"
Jochim said.

C. Richard Marsh, administrative
adviser to the University president,
offered another legal opinion.
"If the organization is legal, then his
position is proper," Marsh said. "The
only time there would be a conflict of
interest is if his duties in the University
were in conflict with his duties as an
officer in his organization."
THAT WOULD apply In the public
and private sectors, he added.
Malone said he joined OCSEA about
10 years ago because he dislikes
unionism that promotes public employees' strikes.
"Unions create strikes and problems
that shouldn't be in higher education.
Students are here to get an education,
not to watch a bunch of people walk a
picket line." he said
However, he indicated he neither
encourages nor discourages unions at
the University, saying he believes that
unions do not exist here because of a'
lack of interest.
OCSEA'S PURPOSE, Malone said, is
to work for the betterment of state,
county and city employees. After he
assumes the presidency of OCSEA next
September, one of his duties will be to
chair district board meetings at which
civil service workers will air concerns.
Discussion at those meetings usually

Once again, one-way traffic will be
the rule rather than the exception in
part of Ward 2.

SUNNY A. SCHNEIDER, sophomore, left, and LaurlS. Dabman, sophomore, right, paint spirit sayings on windows in
Ashley Hall in preparation for Homecoming weekend. The
signs on the windows read, "Beat Miami," "Go BG" and

"Ashley Spirit." Highlighting the weekend festivities will be
the George Benson Concert a snake dance and the football
game against Miami University.

%

Rab' premieres in Tuesday's News
Get ready. Rab is coming.
"Rab?" What's a "Rao?"

Rab is a new comic strip that will begin appearing in
Tuesday's issue of the BG News. Produced by Joe Hertvik
and Bob Bralley. two University students, Rab takes a look at

the daily encounters of a typical college student at Bowling
Green.
And although Rab is a male, all students can look at his
experiences and see a little bit of their daily activities in his.
So, get ready, Rab is coming. All this and more in
Tuesday's BG News.

MANY COMPLAINTS, Malone said,
involve salaries and harassment by
superiors.
He added that after talking with the
employee and the employee's boss, he
often finds the problem simply is a
misunderstanding. Malone also investigates departmental problems
which include employee absenteeism
and neglect of duty.
"The biggest problem is everybody is
at a low because it's been two years
without a pay raise," Malone said.
He said he considers himself an effective adviser, attributing his
availability to employees to an absence
of University labor problems.
ACCORDING TO Malone, only three
grievances have been filed by classified
employees in about seven years

through the University complaint
procedure.
A wide range of viewpoint was found
when several University employees
were asked about Malone's effectiveness as an adviser.
"I don't see where he's doing a whole
lot. He tells you what you want to hear
but doesn't do anything afterwards,"
one employee said.
"I thir.k he's out to further himself,"
the employee suggested, adding that
she has heard him curse at civil service
employees during meetings.
Another employee, who recently filed
the latest grievance through the
complaint procedure, said he has
received nothing but good advice from
Malone for the last eight years.
"I've known Ray Malone for 20 years.
I've been treated right and fair," he
said.
Vice President for Operations George
Postich, Malone's immediate supervisor, said that although Malone holds a
"very unique position, in practice we
seem to be able to make the thing
work."
Postich compared the lack of turmoil
and work stoppages at the University to
other institutions where those conditions exist, stressing the importance
of Malone's successful results, rather
than his positions per se.

One-way traffic to be restored
to numbered streets in Ward 2
By Dennis J. Sadowski
Managing Editor

N«wiphoios by Dov« »yon

involves salaries, working conditions,
insurance and pension plans, he noted.
Malone described the local chapter of
OCSEA as a lobbying rather than a
striking organization which depends on
state legislators to understand its
problems.
In his position as relations adviser to
University employees and the administration, Malone said a major goal
is the resolution of employee complaints.

The city Traffic Commission Wednesday night decided to restore oneway traffic to the numbered streets
over the current two-way system.
According to Howard Rutter,
chairman of the commission, the
system will provide for an improved
traffic flow in the affected area.
The plan will be in effect for at least
90 days on a trial basis, Rutter said,
adding that if major problems develop,
the commission may decide to return to
the two-way system.
BUT THE PLAN will not begin until
signs are installed on the streets
showing the revised traffic flow. Rutter
said signs probably will be installed
within the next two weeks.
Under the new plan, Rutter explained
that High and Elm streets are expected
to carry most of the north-south traffic,
and, as a result, stop signs will be installed only at the intersections of Fifth
Street and those streets.

Until the liew traffic flow develops,
pedestrians may have to watch for
vehicles traveling the wrong way.
In other action, First Ward Councilman Joseph I.. Corral said he has
written to Ohio Attorney General
William J. Brown as to the legality of
the large number of four-way stops
along Clough Street.
If Brown rules that the four-way stops
are illegal. Rutter said the city will
make Clough Street a continuous
through street with stop signs at each
intersecting street.
He added that area residents may
complain because the signs are used to
slow traffic, but Rutter explained that
removing the stop signs will benefit the

Inside the News
EDITORIALS...The Faculty Development Program Implementation Committee is sponsoring a few faculty workshops and the
News thinks professors should take part in them. Page 2.

The plan calls for the following:

--First Street, two-way traffic,
parking prohibited;
-Second, Fourth and Sixth streets,
eastbound traffic, parking on north side
of street only;
-Third, Fifth and Seventh streets,
westbound traffic, parking on south
side of street only;
-Eighth and Ninth streets two-way
traffic, parking on south side of street
only;
-High and Elm streets, two-way
traffic, parking on east side of street
only.
RUTTER EXPLAINED that the
largest problem facing the city is that
drivers again must become accustomed to driving on one-way streets.

entire city, by keeping traffic moving
smoothly.
THE COMMISSION also heard a
request from Crim Street residents to
install No Parking signs along that
street. Rutter said there have been
several complaints of students parking
their cars along Crim Street and
leaving them beyond the two-hour limit
and blocking driveways.
A letter will be sent to all Crim Street
property owners to discover their
feelings concerning the matter before
scheduling a public hearing, he added.
Rutter also reported that East
Wooster Street, between Mercer Road
and Crim Street, has been striped into
three lanes with the center lane
featuring a continuous left turn.

ENTERTAINMENT...Edward Albee liked the University's
production, but what about News theatre critic Jim Flick? His
review appears on Page 5.
SPORTS...It's Homecoming and both the football and Hockey
teams hope to celebrate with victories this weekend. Terry
Goodman previews both on Pages 7 and 8, respectively.

r

Weather
Sunny
High(5F|l8C)
Low«F(2C)
H> percent chance of rain

opinion

'judgment is founded on truth...'

keep up with change guest columnist
The learning process should not become stagnant.
Not for students.
Not for Instructors.
We're probably all familiar with high school and grade school Instructors who attempted to teach 1960s class with techniques from the
1920s.
Sometimes it seems students keep up with learning more than
teachers.
In coming to college, we expected Instructors to be more contemporary. Unfortunately, many of us have been disappointed. There Is
no need for the use of out-dated instructional techniques in the classroom
when there are ways to improve.
First, the University offers an "Internship" type of program to instructors, where they can go out Into their field and work for a while to
keep pace with changes.
Second, the Faculty Development Program Implementation Committee (FDPIC) Is sponsoring three workshops for interested faculty
members.
The workshops, concerning student advising techniques, writing
deficiencies and faculty legal responsibilities should enable faculty
members to better understand the needs of students.
The purpose of the program according to Dr. Sheldon Halpern, vice
provost for faculty affairs, is to try to keep the faculty familiar with
changing teaching techniques.
The best aspect lies In the form of its fringe benefits: Not only will the
faculty gain from attending these workshops, but students, through those
faculty members, will be exposed to improved learning conditions and
teaching skills.
Programs of this type have been offered in the past at the University
and the News believes they should continue.
The News urges faculty members to lake part in the workshops for
their own benefit and for that of their students.
And the better job done by the faculty can only mean a better and more
meaningful learning experience for students.

Tietters
guilty before
tried?
Doesn't the BG News believe that a
person is innocent until proven guilty in
a court of law? What gives the BG
News the right to try and convict a
person in their paper?
We are referring to the article
"Kidnap Victim Escapes, Aids Police
in Arrest" by Julie Rollo and printed
October 14,1977.
Numerous times throughout the
article. Ms. Rollo refers to Douglas C.
Miller (alleged kidnapper) as if he was.
in fact, guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt, before any formal court
proceedings.
One paragraph in the article states
the following: "Miller had persuaded
Jeffrey to enter his car...the sheriff's
department said." Our question is how
does Ms. Rollo know that Mr. Miller
had persuaded Jeffrey"?
We feel that a better way to word the
article would be that Douglas C. Miller

causing intellect to rot and mold'
I 9gree with the statement on the
cover of the Salesians of St. John Bosco
insert in the Oct. 19 BG News, i.e., "You
Can Change The World of Tomorrow by
Molding the Boy of Today".
I looked up the word 'mold' in my
trusty Webster's, and found the most
suitable definition, that being: "A
superficial, often wooly growth
produced on damp or decaying organic
matter".
THIS SUITS the advertisfnent perfectly, for this is what organized
religion has always tried to do - to kill
the reasoning power of the mind, thus
causing the intellect to rot and mold.
This mental stagnation, the
production of 'god webs'-in the mind, is
much easier to instill into the minds of
the young and dependent.
Organized religions have always
realized that their chances of getting
sane, rational adults to believe their
superstitious nonsense are practically
nill; thus, they have always found it
necessary, in order to perpetuate their
dying creeds, to quash the seeds of
reason and sanity in uneducated,
youthful minds which can offer no
defense to indoctrination.

R. Anthony
Grieco

knowledge will certainly, as the insert
promised, "change the world of
tomorrow", though by no means
toward the better.

History, both recent and not so
recent, is filled with glaring examples
of religions often violent and murderous fight against those who dared to
think.

YOU CAN "change the world of
tomorrow", and change it for the
better, by clearing out the mold brought
on by superstition, and reviving reason
and sanity in the "boy of today".

'I looked up the word 'mold' in my trusty Webster's
and found the most suitable definition, that being: 'A
superficial, often wooly growth produced on damp or
decaying organic matter."
Nearly any advance in knowledge
mankind has made has been done
against the full opposition of religion,
and the record has not improved with
the passing years.

R. Anthony Grieco Is a guest columnist
for the News. He is the coordinator of
the University Atheists.

DO YOU DISAGREE with tins"
Perhaps it would be instructive to see
what some great theologians have said
concerning this matter: St. Ignatius of
Loyola - "We should always be disposed
to believe that what appears white is
really black, if the hierarchy of the
church so decides." or Martin I.uther "Reason should be destroyed in all
Christians."
THE END result of organized
religion's attack on reason and

was the alleged kidnapper of Jeffrey
Sargeant in lieu of wording the entire
article as if it were an infallible
presumption that Mr. Miller is the
kidnapper.
Granted, evidence may point in that
direction, but let's not assume that Mr.
Miller is guilty until tried in a court of
law.
It seems to us that the BG News ha&a
professional obligation to the students
of this university to assume and reflect
the assumption in their articles that a
person is innocent until proven guilty.
Nancy Corner
Pat I.ograsso
328 Prout
Editor's note: In the paragraph In
question, the reporter does not profess
to know that "Miller had persuaded
Jeffrey to enter his car." That is why
that statement is attributed to the
sheriff's department, not the reporter.
Information for a news story is obtained from various Sources with whom
the reader may or may not agree.
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guest columnist

getting to the bottom of the Bakke case
I have read with interest the recent
guest editorials in this newspaper
regarding the celebrated Bakke case.
I, too, have some concerns about this
case that I would like to share.
However, like Mr. O'Neal, before I
begin 1 would like to make clear a few
points.
ACCORDING TO evidence Introduced in the lower court trial:
1. In 1973 Mr. Bakke's overall G.P.A.
was3.51, whereas the overallG.P.A. for
regular admittees (excluding the 16
"disadvantagedstudents") was3.41.
2. In 1974. the second year Bakke
applied, his overall G.P.A. was 3.51
whereas the overall G.P.A. for regular
admittees | again excluding the 16
"disadvantaged students") was 3.29.
In addition to the evidence introduced
at the lower court, the following points
should be made.
1. Mr. Bakke was 32 years old at the
time of his application.
2. Mr. Bakke applied to at least a
dozen medical schools, some which did
not have special admission programs,
and was not admitted to any.
3. THERE is some question whether
Bakke would have challenged the
University, if there had not been encouragement by a member of the

Myron
Chenault

University of California's Admissions
staff.
In all of the intellectual twaddle that I
have read in these guest editorials, not
one has pointed out that whites less
qualified (using objective standards)
than Bakke were admitted to Davis'
Medical School.
This could be in part due to either
their own ignorance of the facts or their
refusal to accept reality—that is to say
when you have 2,700 applicants for 100
positions (3,700 in 1974) one must devise
a means to choose those who would be
good doctors.
To argue that only those with the
highest G.P.A.'s would make good
doctors is idiocy.
Ixmg before these special admissions
programs, the Harvard's, Yale's and
Columbia's stated unequivocally that
scholarship alone would not guarantee
admittance to their professional
schools—the standard they used was
whether in the eyes of their admissions
committee, would the person make a
good doctor or lawyer in addition to
serving the profession well.
The fact of the matter is Bakke-was
turned down because of his age. Why
else would those other medical schools
have turned him down? He was judged
strictly from the standpoint of
probability—someone 22 years old
would give longer service to the
profession than someone thirty-two
years old.
One interesting footnote is that the
trial court stated that even though
Davis' admission program was unconstitutional, it did not have to admit
Bakke because he failed to prove he
would have been one of the sixteen
selected if the special admissions
program had not been in effect.
IT SEEMS to me the issue here is not
quotas, but "preferential treatment."
This phrase when used in context with
minorities rmisee <inme of the moat

"liberal' whites' necks to turn cerise.
The fact of the matter is preferential
treatment is as American as "peanut
butter and Jimmy Carter."
In academe preferential treatment
takes an even greater meaning. Young
fresh PH.D.'s are given preference
over older established PH.D.'s because
of lower salary requirements.
Friends of friends are given
preference over unknowns for Jobs (the
good 'ole boy system). Athletes are
given preference over non-athletes.
Board of Trustees children are given
preference over non-board of trustee
children.
So why all of the fuss over giving
preference to a group of people who
have been long neglected and abused.
THE ANSWER is that America still
suffers from the worst illness known to
mankind, racism. We have been quick
to admit our past mistakes (slavery,
Japanese concentration camps, cheap
Chicano labor) but we have been unwilling as a people to take the

necessary steps to make things whole,
that is, bring these people to the level
that they should be.
In conclusion, we must understand
that equal justice is a goal we should all
strive for.
However, in working toward this goal
we must understand that in order for
the have-nots to catch the haves, we
must give the have-nots more-until
that is ('i)iir. equality will be just a
catchy slogan mouthed by sanctimonious liberals.
Myron M. Chenault Is the assistant
vice president and director of Equal
Opportunity Compliance.
He Is a
lawyer.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The last sentence of
Mr. Chenault't colnmn was inadvertently left off In yesterday's edition
of the News. At his request, we are
reprinting the article with the added
sentence.
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Day in Review

Injunction declares truck stop 'nuisance
By Lynn Reno

•^ From Auocniod Prou Ropofta.

The end of the line: Railroad cars live on
What are as big as boxcars and sell like hotcakes? Boxcars, of course-a commodity in
which the market currently is bullish.
A Marion, Ohio company has been doing a brisk trade in boxcars recently, but they're not
being sold to carry freight to Pocatello.
"Most of our callers are fanners," said Stan Casey, treasurer of Sims Brothers Inc., a
metal and paper salvage company that recently bought 200 Erie Lackawanna Railroad
boxcars from a rail equipment leasing firm.
"The farmers know the storage cost for beans and corn and they know they can beat that
cost by having their own storage."
Newspaper ads for the cars appeared only recently, Casey said, but already 15 cars have
been sold-for a variety of intended uses.
The cars are 40 feet long, 12 feet high and 10 feet wide with heavy plank floors. Two buyers
plan to place their purchases across a stream, cut out the ends and use what's left as a
covered bridge.
Another buyer, from southern Ohio, plans to convert his car into a cabin.
And the City of Columbus Traffic and Engineering Department plans to house material at
its maintenance shop that cannot be stored outdoors in the two boxcars it bought.
Price of the cars, which come without wheels and running gear, is $1,000, Casey said. But
buy more than five and he'll out the price to $950 each. For 10 or more the price is a rockbottom $900.
And for a fee. Sims Bros, will deliver the 17-ton cars.
"We use a low-boy truck," Casey said. "Sometimes we have trouble with clearance at
bridges, but we can deliver them about anywhere.
"Except maybe into a residential area. I'd hate to try that."

KSU suit vs. Rhodes
dismissed by court
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
rejected yesterday a motion to hear an
appeal of its order for a retrial of a $46
million civil damages suit against Gov.
James A. Rhodes and others stemming
from the 1970 shootings at Kent State
University (KSU).
The suit was sent back to the U.S.
District Court in Cleveland where it
originally was heard in 1975. Rhodes,
state officials and national guardsmen
were cleared in the $46 million suit after a
15-week trial.
The appeals court, which ruled last
month that the parents and relatives of the
dead and wounded KSU students were
entitled to a new trial, rejected a motion to
hear the case before the full court in
Cincinnati.
The decision throws the case back to the
district court which had earlier rejected the
suit filed by the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU).
The ACLU sought civil action after
national guardsmen and state officials
were cleared of criminal charges.
Four students were killed and nine were
wounded in an anti-war confrontation with
the National Guard on the campus on May
4.1971).

Cleveland school system
in paradox over rulings
Moving with uncharacteristic speed, the
legislature considered and passed in a
single day yesterday a bill which closes a
major loophole in Ohio's new winter
heating bill subsidy program.
Sent to Gov. James A. Rhodes was the
measure which includes renters and
owners of house trailers among the other
elderly and handicapped who qualify for
the November through March discounts.
They were partially left out of the earlier
measure, effective Oct. 9, which
established the 25 percent monthly
discounts for Ohioans 65 and over and the
permanently disabled provided their income is less tha $7,000 a year.
Rep. Dennis E. Eckart (D-Euclid) said
his earlier bill did include trailer homes in
the second year of the two-year, temporary programs, but would not have
qualified them for the upcoming heating
season-an ommission he attributed to
drafting difficulties.
As a result of the omission, many
lawmakers said they had been swamped
with complaints from occupants of trailer
homes who wanted to know why they had
been left out of the earlier bill. House
Speaker Vernal G. Riffe Jr. (D-New
Boston) was among those hit with complaints, he said.
The House approved the corrective
legislation 86-2 and the Senate followed
suit a short time later by a vote of 30-1.
Rhodes is expected to sign the measure,
which also provides an additional $60,000
for the taxation department for increased
administrative costs.

5.000 line Public Square
to see England's prince
Prince Charles received a communal
hug from Clevelanders yesterday as about
5,000 persons converged on the sightseeing heir to the British throne during his
visit to the city's heart
People packed the 181-year-old Public
Square, lining balconies and peering out of
windows in neighboring buildings and
clambering atop bus stop shelters in their
efforts to catch a glimpse of the 28-year-old
prince.
Charles dug a spadeful of dirt to plant a
ceremonial London plane tree, then shook
hands, kissed and chatted with individuals
as he wound his way to his motorcade.
Charles later went to a dedication
ceremony for Cleveland State University's
Marshall Law School where he was
greeted by demonstrators from an ad hoc
group known as the Irish National Caucus.
On of the demonstrator's signs read:
"British Imperialism Out of Ireland."
Inside, the Prince was about to give a
speech accepting an honorary degree,
when a student in the audience stood and

asked "I would like to know when you are
going to stop the torturing of Irish
prisoners."
As the student was led away, and the
Prince smiled and said "I'll answer that
question later." Then he added. "Any
more Irish here?"
The audience of about 200 was still
standing from the time Charles walked
into the room, and the Prince quipped.
"You always take things too far."
He thanked school officials for their
generosity and "perhaps rashness" in
giving an honorary law degree to an
"eminently unqualified candidate."

Temporary borrowing
power bill reconsidered
Senators voted 22-9 yesterday to
reconsider a bill that would grant school
districts faced with financial shutdowns
temporary' borrowing power.
The legislation, designed to bail out the
Cleveland school district, lost in a
dramatic floor vote Wednesday.
The reconsideration motion was a
means of leaving the issue open and
making a second roll call on the bill itself
possible at a later date.
Sen. Majority Leader Oliver Ocasek iT>
Akron) said the General Assembly will
return for a working session Nov. 15.
In the meantime, Ocasek said, "we'll
have skeleton sessions, and if there's a
crisis we'll call people in."
State Superintendent of Public
Instruction Franklin Walter had 112.000pupil district to close after classes Friday.
However. U.S. District Judge Frank
Battisti ordered schools in the district to
remain open.
Sen. Paul Pfeifer (R-Bucyrusl argued
against the reconsideration motion.
"I quite frankly feel that this body has
spoken," Pfeifer said, referring to the
bill's earlier defeat. "It would be better to
start over with another bill and take it
through the committe process...to
resurrect this bill does nothing more than
to create a false hope on the part of some."
he said.

Crackdown on blacks
continues in S. Africa
Police gunfire wounded a black youth
yesterday as disturbance and protests
flared across South Africa following the
government's crackdown on the black
press and black protest movements and
leaders.
Even Afrikaaner academics joined the
wide condemnation of the government by
opposition press. Some warned the country
is becoming a police state headed towards
bloody racial conflict.
But Gen. H.J. van den Berg, head of the
powerful Bureau of State Security,
declared that even tougher action will be
taken if the current unrest continues. He
said there could be more arrests and
restrictions.
As the United Nations in New York, the
49-nation African Group announced it
would ask the U.N., Security Council to
take up "the question of South Africa...as
soon as possible."
In its toughest action since the early
1960's South Africa's white government on
Wednesday banned virtually all
significant black organizations, closed the
two principal black newspapers, detained
more than 50 prominent blacks and
slapped restriction orders on seven whites.
Closing of the white-owned World and
Weekend World newspaper meant urban
blacks, already living under severe
government racial restrictions, lost the
publications regarded as most closely
mirroring their
grievances and
aspirations. The papers carried the most
extensive reporting in the country of black
unrest and boycotts.
Also wiped out, at least officially, were
all black consciousness movements, including black-run self-help community
programs. Their offices have been closed,
their assets frozen, and most of their
leaders detained.

A temporary injunction
was granted Wednesday by
Judge Gale E. Williamson in
Wood County Common Pleas
Court declaring the Arco
Truck Stop, near exit 5 of the
Ohio Turnpike, a nuisance
where prostitution and
lewdness exist
Wood County Prosecuting
Attorney John. S. Cheetwood
filed a complaint two weeks
ago saying the truck stop,
located at Interstate 280 and

Libbey Road, is a place of
prostitution.
In accordance with the
injunction the defendants in
the case. Gary Joselyn, the
truck stop manager, and
Truck World Inc.. which
owns the stop.
will be
under supervision by the
court for 60 days.
"I DON'T KNOW what the
answer is." Williamson said,
adding that the responsibility for halting illegal
activities at the truck stop
belongs to the owners and
manager.

Written reports concerning progress in solving
the problem must be filed in
common pleas court by
Joselyn and Truck World
every 14 days. The defendants also have one week to
post a $10,000 bond "to insure
the court that they are
sincere in cleaning up the
mess," Williamson said.
A final hearing date will be
set later for the court to
decide if a permanent injunction, terminating the
business, should be granted.
WILLIAMSON "

acknowledged
that
a
problem
concerning
prostitution also exists at
three other truck stops at the
intersection, and instructed
Cheetwood to file written
reports every 28 days on
progress in those cases.
In testimony last week.
Wood County Sheriffs
Deputy Richard Clark
testified that about 40 women
have been arrested for
prostitution at the truck stop.
Clark said that on most

evenings 20-25 women
frequent the truck stop.
Wood County Sheriff
Raymond Coller testified
Wednesday that Wood
County
has
had
a
prostitution problem before,
but never of this magnitude.
Coller
said
when
prostitutes are arrested they
must post a bond of $25-$75 In
Perrysburg Municipal
Court
"They (prostitutes) are
back working on the lot (the
truck stop) before the deputy
gets out of court." he said.

Alumni take part in Homecoming festivities
As part of Homecoming
weekend, the University
Alumni Association has
several events scheduled.
Today
two
Alumni
Advisory Council meetings
will be held. This is a new
program designed to have
outstanding graduates
return to the University to
tench, advise students on
careers and advise faculty
as to better prepare students
for careers.
According to April I.. Hill,
coordinator of alumni involvement programs, the
councils are important and
should have "far reaching
effects."
FOR JOURNALISM
students, a council meeting
will begin with a welcoming
reception at 9 a.m. in the
journalism school lounge. A
meeting will be held at 10
a.m. in the Capital Room.
Union.
Ten journalism graduates
who have been successful in
their
fields
will
be
represented. Council
members are: O. Douglas
Dawson,
Marcy
L.
Nighswander. William Day.
Phillip L. Airulla, Gordon
Ward. Judy I.ang, Tihiothy
A. Culek, Kathleen Gendrich. Donald Tindall and
Rodney Hansen.
The College of Business
Administration Alumni
Advisory Council will hold its
meeting at 9:30 a.m. in the

Board Room,
Alumni
Center.
The members of the
council all hold top
management positions in
large corporations. They
include representatives from
the Cleveland Cavaliers.
Marathon Oil Co., Carborundum Co., Thompson,
Hine and Flory, Dickey
Grabler Co., Pantry Pride,
General Ohio S&L Corp.,

American Greetings Corp.,
Bedford Productions Ltd.,
and New York Telephone.
THE ALUMNI Association
Board of Trustees will hold
its fall meeting at 9 a.m.
today in the Exhibition
Room, Alumni Center.
The meeting is open to all
and is a good way for
students to find out what the
Alumni Association is doing.
Hill said.

Also today, a reception and
dinner for retired University
faculty and contract staff, all
of whom have made
associate members of the
Alumni Association, will be
held.
THE
ANNUAL
Homecoming open house will
be held at 9 a.m. tomorrow,
in the Mid-American Room,
Harshman Quad. It will last
until 1:30 p.m. and will be

open again at 4 p.m.
At 7 p.m. the same day. the
annual Champagne Candlelight Dinner and Dance
will be held in the Grand
Ballroom. Union. It is open
to alumni, parents and
friends.
Tickets for the dinner are
$7.50 per person and $2.50 per
person for the dance and are
available in advance at the
Alumni Center.
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National Reading Enrichment Institute,
(a non-profit organization), will offer a 4
week course in speed reading to a limited
num+ipr of in ■' i f 11 ■ d oeople 'fi

BOWLING GREEN AREA

"The Panoramic
method of
instruction is the most innovative and
effective program available in the United
States.
Not only does this famous course reduce
your time in the classroom to just one class
per week for 4 short weeks but it also
includes an advanced speed reading course
on cassette tape so that you can continue
to improve for the rest of your life. In just
4 weeks the average student should be
reading 3-10 times faster. In a few months
some students are reading 20-30 times
faster attaining speeds that approach 6,000
words per minute. In rare instances speeds
of up to 20,000 words per minute have
been documented.
Our average graduate reads 3-10 times
faster upon completion with greatlyincreased
comprehension
and
concentration.
For those who would like additional
information, a series of FREE one hour
orientation lectures have been scheduled.
At these free meetings, the course will be
explained in complete detail, including
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
class schedule and a special introductory
tuition that is one-half the cost of similar
courses. You must attend any of the
meetings for information about classes.
These orientations are open to the
public, above age 14. (Persons under 18
should be accompanied by a parent ,if
possible.)
If you have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
course too time consuming....now you can.
just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks, read 3 to 10 times faster, with
greater comprehension and concentration.

If you are a student who would like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are
a business person who wants to stay abreast
of today's ever changing accelerating world,
then this course is an absolute necessity.
These special FREE one-hour meetings
will be held a* the following times and
places.
BOWLING GREEN AREA MEETINGS

TUES.OCT. 25

Two meetings, one at
6:30 P.M. and again at
8:30 P.M.

WED.OCT. 26

Two meetings, one at
6:30 P.M. and again at
8:30 P.M.

THURS.OCT. 27Two meetings, one at
6.30 P.M. and again at
8 30 P.M.
TWO FINAL MEETINGS
FRI.OCT. 28 One at 6:30 P.M. and
again at 8:30 P.M.
THESE MFETINRS WILL BE HELD JN

NEWMAN CENTER 425 THURSTIN, B.G.
If you are a businessman, student,
housewife or executive, this course, which
took
years of intensive research to
develop, is a must. You can read 3 to 10
times faster, comprehend more,
concentrate better, and remember longer.
This course can be taught to industry or.
civic groups at "Group rates" upon request.
Be sure to attend whichever free
orientation that fits best in your schedule.
REMEMBER, TUITION FOR THIS
COURSE IS ONE HALF THAT OF.

Money spent
in self-improvement is not an
expense, it is an investment;
niake an investment in your
future now.
SIMILAR COURSES.
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Applications offered for African study
By Don Robertsoa
Want to travel abroad and gain credit toward graduation at
the same time? The African Studies Abroad Program now is
taking applications for students interested In studying at
several African universities.
Boka N. Nwajagu, coordinator of the African Studies
Abroad Program at the University, said to be involved in the
program students preferably should be Afro-American
Studies majors. Applications can be obtained at the Ethnic
Studies Office. 117 Shatzel Hall. They should be returned
there by Nov. 30. Applicants will be eligible for study in the
1978-79 school year.

SGA MEETING
WES MOORE
WILL SPEAK
900 PM MON
FOUNDERS BLUE
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WANTED:
CAMPUS
STEREO SALES
We are the east coast's
largest distributor of Hi
Fi. CB. TV. and Car
Stereo. We are looking
to expand our Campus
Sales Program. Set your
own profit margins on
equipment like Pioneer,
Marantz. Sony. Sansui,
Teac and Hy-Gain. Over
..'-million dollar inventory.
No minimum orders.
SERIOUS SALES MOTIVATED PERSONS
ONLY NEED APPLY.
Send applications, including references and previous employment to:
Donn Elliott c/o

AUISM MMI\»
IMSTKIKHHMS
6730 SANTA BARBARA RD.
BALTIMORE, MD. 21227

TO BE INCLUDED in the program, students should be
sophomores or juniors with good academic standing.
Nwajagu stressed the importance of good grades, as students
"will be going to a different environment and it will take
tremendous time and effort to get used to the studies."
If you can afford to attend the University, you can afford to
go abroad. Expenses, including air fare, room and board
and tuition will be about $3,000 for the year, according to
Nwajagu. Any financial aid" received while attending the
University can be applied to any of the African universities.
SEVERAL AFRICAN universities have expressed Interest
in accepting University students. Nwajagu said he has
received responses from the University of Nigeria, the

University of Ibadan and the University of Lagos, all in
Nigeria. Favorable response also has come from the
University of Nirobi in Kenya, the University of Dar-es-Salan
In Tanzania and the University of Zambia in Zambia.
Study abroad has a lot to offer, Nwajagu said.
"Traveling is an enlightening form of education. The
student is exposed to a different culture and their education
is more than regular book knowledge. It is a well-rounded
education."
The University has been sending students to African
universities for three years. Two students studied abroad
last year and past students have shown much enthusiasm,
Nwajagu said.

Health Services gives rides to stranded patients
Have you got the flu and
are too weak to walk to the
health center?
Has your nose been broken
and it's too cold to ride a
bicycle to the Wood County
Hospital for x-rays?
Is it too far to limp from
your
Napoleon
Road
apartment to the health
center for whirlpool treatment?

ABORTION
$150.00
TOt I
9 a.m.

1-800-438-8113

IF SO, UNIVERSITY
Health Services can help by
providing transportation to
and from the health center
and Wood County Hospital.
The service, run by
students, Is free to any
registered University
student living within two
miles of campus, according
to Debra Silver, manager of
the operation.
A driver Is on duty 8 a.m.-*
p.m. seven days a week.
During regular health
center hours-8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, S
a.m.-5 p.m. Friday and 10
a.m.-l p.m. Saturday-the

service is housed in a small
four room area, Including
bedroom, bath, storage and
study rooms, on the center's
second floor, using a phone
extention of the health center
(372-2271).
AFTER HOURS, the
service operates out of the
office of University Police
(372-2348).
Silver said a constitution
and a book of standard
procedures for drivers are
being written. She added
that she will look into gaining
recognition of the service as
a student organization.
The service Is exclusively
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SHOPS, INC
(419) 352-9157
Dorothy Joyce, Pres.
115 W. Merry, Bowling Green, Ohio

for students, although a
problem of lack of exposure
exists. Sliver said.
"We're here to help and we
want more people to know
about us," she said. "If more
students knew of us they'd
use us."
THE SERVICE receives
five to 10 calls a day and no
more than SO a week, all of
which are logged for administrative purposes,
according to Silver.
"If we don't show we're
making runs, we'll be cut,"
she said.
The program already has
been cut in half from its 24hour service of a year ago,
she added.
Identification of the
operations driver and
vehicle is rather difficult as

the green station wagon used
bears no markings and the
driver is plain clothed. Silver
said uniforms-orange shirts
and brown slacks-have been
ordered.
SILVER SAID the five
drivers work an average of 15
'lours during the
week,
anil eight hours on the
weekend. The drivers
receive an hourly wage of
$2.40.
Silver, who transfered
from Kent State University
last spring, said the job has
helped her meet students as
she helps them.
But the service needs help
as well.
If students do not use the
service, "this is the sort of
job that will be cut first," she
said.

Bob Hope Talent Search
may lead to fame, success
Hollywood, fame, success. All this could belong to the winner
of the Bob Hope Collegiate Talent Search last night
Thirteen acts competed for eligibility to the Ohio finals at
Hiram College. Thirteen winners at Hiram will return to the
University Nov. 21 for the sectional finals which will include
Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky.
Sectional winners will compete in the nationals in Kansas
City. Winners will get Bob Hope's personal help in their quest
for stardom.
Michael O'Mara of WSPD-TV in Toledo emceed. Judges
were Joan H. Gordon, director of public information for
WBGU-TV, Wendell Jones, associate professor of music, and
James Stofan. director of programming for the Union
Activities Organization.
The acts include soul performers, several magicians, two
'musical K*|lps andji|pkano|61o

Volunteer
The Wood County Mental Health Clinic is seeking
volunteers for its programs. The clinic Is active In
training and supervising the volunteers.
Persons interested in offering their services may call
Volunteers in Progress at 372-0088 or Lynn Martin at 3524779.

Halloween party
Students in the Hearing Impaired Program will meet
from 9 a.m.-noon tomorrow, 406 Education Building. A
pre-Halloween celebration will take place and coffee and
donuts will be served.

Art lecture
B. Hooks Martin, noted art lecturer and communication
consultant, will speak on contemporary Afro-American
artists at 8 p.m. Sunday In the Amani, Commons

Voice recital
Mezzo-soprano Barbara Lockard, associate professor of
voice, will present a free recital at 8 p.m. today in the
Recital Hall, College of Musical Arts.

Reading lecture
Reading disabilities will be discussed in a slide show
presentation at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in the Wayne Room,
Union. The show is sponsored by the Student Council for
Exceptional Children.
Joseph S. Nemeth, director of the reading center at the
University, will speak on the topic of reading disabilities.
Nemeth has written or edited 15 books and more than 100
articles on the subject.
The presentation is free and open to the public.

Bike hike
A bicycle ride to Sidecut Park, Maumee, is being
planned by the Cycling Club for tomorrow. Riders will
leave about 9 a.m. and will return by 4 p.m.
Persons taking part in the trip are asked to bring a
lunch with them. Rain date for the outing will be Sunday.

Cyclethon $
Sigma Nu fraternity presented a check of $686.61 to
Richard Bowers, president of the Wood County Heart
Branch of the Northwest Ohio Heart Association.
The presentation was the result of the fall Cyclethon
held earlier this quarter.

Correction
Reservations are not necessary for the first two
workshops offered by the Faculty Development Program
Implementation Committee. However, reservations are
necessary for the final workshop being conducted by
Sheldon Halpem. vice provost for faculty affairs and C.
Richard Marsh, administrative adviser to the president.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
WOULD LIKE TO THANK
THOSE WHO HELPED MAKE
HOMECOMING 77 A REALITY.
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN:
ADVISORS:

Joyce Bres/er
Dan Cormany
Helen Madden

MANY THANKS TO ALL THE
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
AND EVERYONE FOR ALL
YOUR TIME AND HELP.

Mark Davis, Homecoming Chairman
Nadine Burich, Publicity
Cindy Magnum, Elections
Meg Davis, Floats
Liz Murphy, Parade
Reni Mazzola, Awards
Jim Sanders, Snake Dance
and a special thanks to Dave
Trumen for doing the art work.
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'A Delicate Balance' performed well for playwright
Review By
Jim Flick

The play centers around
the household of Tobias and
Agnes, a well-to-do Eastern
couple.
Sara Gabel-Krauch, a
theater doctoral student and
instructor, was outstanding
as Anges, who is forced to
assume command of the
household because of her
husband's lack of character.

A strong cast gave a
thought-provoking performance in "A Delicate
Balance" Wednesday night
in the University's first
major theater production of
the year.
Dialogue is the strength of
this play, the 1967 winner of
the Pulitzer Prize for
SHE OPENS the play with
Edward Albee, who was
present in the audience as a sensitive discourse on
part of the event. It is a sanity, but soon adopts the
sensitive portrayal of a biting role of Agnes, the
family and its best friends harsh martinet, properly
and how they all deal with snapping at all comers. But
the greatest of modern the audience should not be
ailments: indifference and fooled by this initial impression.
As the play
emptiness.

progresses we find that she
does not like this role.
Gabel-Krauch soon transforms Agnes into a loving,
affectionate but frustrated
housewife. It is a moving
transformation.
Unfortunately, Norman
Myers did not as successfully portray Tobias,
Agnes' husband. During the
first two acts all of Myers'
actions seemed tenative, as
if he were unsure of himself
on stage. This may have
been because of opening
night jitters, for Myers'
prose aria In act three is
powerful; a final attempt of
an empty man to assert
himself.

Albee satisfied with BG performers'
production of 'A Delicate Balance'
Edward Albee was in the audience when
the University production of his Pulitzer
Prize winning play, "A Delicate Balance,"
opened Wednesday night.

on stage. Addington and Dr. White of the
School of Speech also mounted the stage
for a discussion and question and answer
period with the audience.

And after it was all over, he seemed
satisfied with the interpretation director
Dr. David Addington and his cast lent
Albec's tour de force.

When questioned about the theme of the
play. Albee said "the play concerns the
fact that people close down and things
become almost too late...they let
everything slip. People almost become in
the past tense while living."

"The cast should very much be
congratulated." Albee said. "It is an exceedingly difficult play to do.
"A playwright feels so grateful to have
his work done with such devotion.
After the cast was given a rousing
ovation. Albee was invited to join the cast

The fear that Harry and Edna feel in the
play, Albee said, stems from "the absolute,
isolation of being alive and the terror of
being ultimately alone. This terror must
have solace." he added And the conflict in
the play comes out of this.

The character that nearly
steals the show is Claire,
played very effectively by
Vicki Miller. Claire is
Agnes' tragicomic younger
sister with a biting tongue.
She is a bit removed from the
conflict but her barbed
tongue darting In and out of
the dialogue proved very
effective.
Miller's grace and expressive face and voice
added a needed dramatic
dimension to the character.
Her very presence often
seemed to light up a scene.
TOBIAS' best friend Harry
is neurotically played by
Phil Meyer, a senior and
veteran of many University

productions. Meyer is at his hysterics were overdone and
best here when using a too abrupt. But after her
halting voice and quivering, tantrumism acts one and two,
fidgety hands to show the she settles down in act three
pathos his character feels. It to portray Julia as an immature woman with a habit
is a very fitting portrayal.
Because of deadline of divorce. Her pathos in the
schedules, it is Impossible to final act is well-defined.
D'Angelo had the weakest
review one of director Dr.
David Addington s most in- character in the play with
which to work. Given that,
novative casting techniques.
Diane J. Kondrat and Lorl she did a creditable job. Her
D'Angelo alternated the Edna is imperturbable, even
roles of Julia, Tobias' and when slapping Julia or
Agnes' daughters and Edna. begging for lodging in
Tobias'
household.
Harry's wife.
Wednesday night Kondrat However, D'Angelo unplayed a Julia given to derplays the craziness of this
sudden screaming fits. She, character.
THE
SET
was
also, seemed rather nervous
Rich
for the first two acts, for her magnificent.

Professor turns author
Dr. Davil Weinberg, associate
professor of history at the University
has had Ml book "A Community on
Trial: The Jews of Paris in the 1930's,"
published by the University of Chicago
Press. Weinberg has spent nine years
researching this subject.
The book concerns the Jewish

response and reaction to the coming
holocaust. The Paris community
provides a varied cross-section of the
Jewish community in the 1930's. It is
both a community and case study.
The work originally was a dissertation. It was edited and translated into
French and published in France in 1974.

Eisbrouch can take a
sweeping bow for the richly
elegant drawing and dining
rooms he designed. The
illusion of depth and wealth
of details emphasized
Tobias' status and help point
out that no one is immune to
the deprivations of personal
isolation because of social
standing.
Graduate student Bob
Shank also deserves an
award for his elegant
costuming which complements the set and actors
well.
"A Delicate Balance" is a
modern melodrama, an
intensely introspective
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psychological play aimed at
the minds of all. Its purpose
is as much to provoke reevaluation of self as it is to
entertain.
The production is obviously a top priority effort:
the cast and crew are
composed of veterans,
costuming and set received
the benefit of all available
resources and the script is
one of the best.

UNIVERSITY
THEATRE
prexentN

Pulitzer prize
winning drama
A DELICATE
BALANCE
Tonight thru
Saturday.
Oct. 22
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Flashy Utopia concert contained
more theatrical effects than music
Review By
RUBS Summers

Utopia entertained its audience last Saturday night at the
Sports Arena in Toledo, perhaps too much.
Utopia is Todd Rundgren's band that was formed about
three years ago. The personnel has switched around a bit
since the beginning, but the band always has been of the
highest caliber.
BASSIST KASIM Sultan has had experience playing
various instruments in different bands, drummer John
Wilcox had been on the road with Bette Midler and Hall and
Oates, and keyboardist Roger Powell helped develop today's
performance synthesizers, having worked with Moog and
ARP. Todd, of course, is the tall, skinny, controversial
character who has written some classic pop songs.
However, after being hit by some form of mysticism,
Todd's music suddenly got more complicated and synthesized, much to the disappointment of many of his fans.
Within the last couple of albums, his style has settled into a
compromise of the former and latter, making it more
pleasing, but nothing memorable has come of it yet.

ABORTION
Starling Rate

$125
1-24 week pregnoncy
terminated by
licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE IO OUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

CALL TOLL FREE
800-362-1205

UAO plans concert schedule

The concert started out the an unusual twist. The first half
of the show, Utopia played up front, dressed in black Levi's
and t-shirts. The effect was that of a bar band, only the music
was better. After playing for about 45 minutes, a film and
synthesized score, produced by Utopia, was presented.
WHAT FOLLOWED was a complete attack on the senses.
The curtain rose, revealing a striking set. In the rear, a huge
sphinx loomed, and in front of that, an open pyramid stood.
With heavy smoke billowing towards the crowd, Utopia
appeared in "superstar" clothes, and each member carried a
different instrument. Todd and Kasim had Onkh-shaped
guitars and Roger Powell was using his "Probe," a portable
but versatile keyboard that is carried like a guitar.
When it came time for the solo showpiece, "Singring and
the Glass Guitar," the theater got a little out of hand Would
you believe a drum solo with water fountains, a bass solo with
icy winds and a hot dragon fight that began as a keyboard
piece? Yes, and all of that plus Todd's ascendance of the
pyramid contributed to Utopia overstepping the boundaries
between music and theater.
If Todd and friends want to be known again for their music,
they'd better tone down their show a bit, or they'll be just
another touring theater troupe.

NEW LOCATION
Christian Science Organization
will meet in the
Faculty Lounge University Union
Mondays at 6:30 p.m.

r

engagement fell through because of a change in Rondstadt's tour. If an act can be found for that date, the fall
quarter schedule will be complete.

Comedian Steve Martin and singer John Sebastian
opened the season Oct. 9. The comedy team of Edmonds
and Curley will give a free concert tonight. Singer George
Benson is slated for the Homecoming concert tomorrow
night. The next confirmed event is Pablo Cruise with Alex
BevansetforNov.29.

As director of programming, Stofan handles contracts
and price negotiations. The Performing Arts Committee
of UAO is responsible for choosing acts. The criteria
involved in selection are availability of artists and hall in
which to hold the show, cost of the presentation and the
artist's appeal. The act's record sales are researched
prior to booking to help determine the latter factor.

Jim Stofan, director of programming for UAO, is
hopeful that this year's Homecoming concert will be more
successful than those in past years. The last Homecoming
show was Loggins and Messina in 1975. Though Saturday
night is usually considered an ideal evening for a show,
ticket sales have been slightly lower than expected for
Benson. Stofan said that if this year's show does not do
well,
Homecoming concerts may be discontinued.
Stofan also is hoping for a concert Nov. 12. Linda
Rondstadt had been tentatively scheduled, but that

SGA MEETING
PRES

WILL SPEAK
9 00 P.M.

MON

Campus Calendar is a list ol the day's events (meetings,
lectures and entertainment!, provided as a service to
readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are tree and
open to the public To submit a listing. Campus Calendar
lorms are available at the News office. 106 University
Hall. 372 2003. There is no charge lor submitting a listing
to this section.
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AT
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Meetings

HOMECOMING
EVENTS

* Snake Dance
• Pep Riilly
•k Parade

"Student Advising and Consultation" taculty workshop
1 30 330p.m.. Alumni Romm, Union

Tonight 7:00 p.m.
Computational services 11:30 a.m.. 220 Math Science
Bldg

Tonight 8:45 p.m.

"Drumbeat ol Love" ACT Bible study 11 30 a.m., 603
Clough St

Saturday 10:00 a.m.

if King & Queen Crowning
Saturday

$1

Homecoming Parade 10 am. Starts at WBGU TV 57 on
Troupe St.
Peoples' Chess Federation 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Browsing
Room, Union
Cross Country
Invitational
Openswim
Football

II a.m.

I 3 p m

BGSU women's team hosts BG

Natatonum Admission 35cents

1 30pm . Stadium BGSU vs Miami

Entertainment

"Car Wash" campus film 6. 8, 10 p.m., 210 Math Science
Bldg tl with ID

"Car Wash" campus movie 6. 8,
Science Bldg SI with ID

10 p.m., 210 Math

George

"A Delicate Balance" University Theatrp production 8
p m . Main Auditorium, University Hall SI tor students

SUNDAY

Snake dance pep rally 7 p m.. dance will start in Iron! ot
MacDonald Quad
Pep rally afterward in Iron! ol
University Hall
All Greek showdown 7 30 p m., Dogwood Suite, Union
Greeks will perform Sponsored by Black Greek Council
Admission 50 cents

"A Delicate Balance" University Theatre production 8
p m . Main Auditorium. University Hall 11 for students
Concert 8 p.m.. Recital Hall. Music Bldg
Lockard will perlorm

Meetings
Flying Club 1 5 p m., Bordner Field Tryouts tor meet
and introductory lessions For a ride call 372 3750
Graduate Women's Caucus 5 p.m.. Wayne Room, Union
Alpha Phi Omega 7 30 p.m . 106 Hayes Hall National
service fraternity

Hockey 7:30p.m. Ice Arena BGSU vs Michigan

Barbara

Student council lor Exceptional Children 7 30
Wayne Room, union "Reading Disabilities'"

p.m..

Sailing Club 8pm. 224 Math Science Bldg
Fin n Falcon Scuba Club Ip.m, Natatonum

Comedy pop concert 9 p.m.. Grand Ballroom, Union
Jericho Harp and Edmonds and Curley will perform

MONDAY

SATURDAY
Meetings
Hearing

Homecoming concert 8 p.m., Anderson Arena
Benson

Homecoming B*«i(- 11 p.m . Commons Admission tl

Student swim 6 9 p m.. Natatonum 25 cents admission

t>aaa<wiaaaja/uiaji<¥<aajaaaAaaaaaai<aaaaaaJ

Entertainment
Manufacturing lab 8:30 a.m. 1230 p.m , 127 Technology
Bldg 50 cents with ID. must supply eye protection and
materials

Student swim 3 8p.m. Natatonum 25 cents admission

Women's basketball tryouts 5.30 p.m.. North (Women's)
Gym

it B.G.'H victory over Miami
Perry Sia<iiiim
1130 p.m.

Education Bldg. Students in the hearing impairment
program will have a scheduling session and a social hour

Geology Brown Bag lecture 12 30 p m., 070 Overman Hall
Dr. P. L.CIoke, University ot Michigan will speak

UAO Happy Hours 2 30 5 30p m , Falcons Nest, Union

APPLY AT
THE NEWS OFFICE
106 UNIVERSITY HALL

Though the winter quarter schedule is very uncertain,
the committee is beginning to discuss some ideas for
spring. These include Bruce Springsteen, Boston and the
Marshall Tucker Bank. Hopefully, at least one of these
three acts will be booked, but no plans have been finalized

Open photography lab 9 am to 1 p.m.. 236 IET Bldg
with ID, must supply black and white film and paper

Twiq Fellowship 12 30 p m., Faculty Lounge, Union
Sponsored by The Way Ministry

(through town & campun)

Pregame

Ideally, UAO likes to contract acts at least one month in
advance to allow time for publicity and ticket sales.
There are times, however, when a concert is booked only
two weeks in advance.

Campus Calendar

MOORE

OPEN TO ALL!

Everyone Welcome!

The Union Activities Organization (UAO) concert lineup for fall quarter gradually is taking shape. Diversity is
the rule for the entertainment to be presented at the
University.

Meetings

Impaired program

9 a.m., to noon.

406

Volunteers in Progress 6:30 p.m.. Gold Room, Founders
Quad

Classifieds
LOST*, FOUND

l*» Class ring found. (J.

Broncos) Identity II 8. ,t s
yours Ph. 457 2398 alter 8.30
m

-—'■
Driver's license found near
Rodger's Sat night. Call to
identilyat2l037.
Small black puppy with blue
collar found in the vicinity of
7th st 352 5694

candles that did pass, we

"""IT.,'
?''""' !!!T
,

vours

*' "'' Congratulations to
'°u ™$
°" your A">ha
Phi SAE engagement
We
couldn't be happier tor you.
Love, Your Sisters
».
=
r-S—'
:
rTom
Conrad Be ready to
show some spirit and cheer
BG on ,0 a victory
^~rr.—^r~j^z—.
!—.
Deb North! Get out and show

mmmi..r.m. ,j::...

50me

*?* Y_!5«°fZi!?P_
Will do typing. 10 years
experience. 320 Ridge 352
'i?L
BICYCLE REPAIR cheap &
at your home. Call Rob at

Freddie Falcon.
K7m"TaTs7m77~"F7i7d7
Falcon will meet you in the
Snake Dance!
fiiri»"'»il»d«r»: Fr.ddl*
Falc00 wants ,„ ,„ yQU af

3

the game Saturday to cheer

'.2_!?i*:

PEItSONALS

s iri

P ' •' ">« rally.

BGOBIOVlelorr.

The brothers ol Sigma Chi
would like to congratulate
Mike and Sandy on their

Connie Blum: Freddie will
^ i00king for you at the
game Sat

Susan A very clever trick
wr.t.ng a note to yourself lor
your own candle passing!
Congratulations to you and
Chris on your Delt Alpha
Gam pinning. Love, the

,„,„

Sigma Chi DO pinning.

___________
0(her dorm

prove

„ ,h|J

w„K,nd,

*
Ca„

you beat us Hoger5?

wh0
'" nav« "">" >*°ple in
SNAKE
">«
DANCE?
Bromfield. Anderson or
5Jsters
'■
:
:—
Chapman?
PSST. ..Benson is coming
and WFAL has tickets lor
Which fraternity has the
mos
you' 680 AM 2 2418
' W*on campus? Show

SALt: II you h.v.n'1 «ttn
the SANDBOX WEST,now Is
the time to SAVE! SALE 190
S. Main, Downtown BG. 353
1355
R77^7rs~AE~s7c7c77p7rit
society sez "Beat Miami"
and go to the game.
Gordon. Happy anniversary
(Oct. 23)!
Its been a
beautiful year. Hope our
luture is nothing less. All my
love, Susan.
WFAL7whtr7~Fu7 Always
Lasts!!! 680 AM 2 2418. Your
campus station.
„
——.
Patty The second ot four

1

"5" *'«"*?,
f= " ESHM AN Sophomores
*«'" have more in the
snake dance, care to prove
us wrong?

know

MAC

NORTH knows It has
spirit than MAC
EAST!
"LA show how rowdy BG Is
B»'out and support our team
in a victory over Miami.
Alex Prosak's from Loraln!
All you Lorain people get out
* show him we're proud!
Congratulations Cindy *
Steve on your Gamma Phi-i
TKE pinning. Love, your
,isters*
more

Congratulations
Vicki Bob
on your Gamma Phi Sig Ep
lavaliering
Love,
your
sisters.

WANTED"
Babysitter
needed
for
hockey games Call 352 0648
alter 6 p.nv
BIKE
NEEDED Will pay
approx. SI30 plus for quality
used 10 speed in good con
dltion. Call Tom at 372 3592.
11. needed now and or winter
wtr., spg.. sum. All l/lll. pd.
$85 mo Call Andrea^353 9331
ffemale rmmt. S90 mo close
to campus. 352-2430.
Babysitter needed Mon. and
Thurs. afternoons. Must
have car. 352 3433.
'
Need 1 F. to sub- lease rm. in
house across from campus,
winter gtr. only. Call Brenda
at 353 7835.
■
1 female, pret. grad., to
share apt. winter qtr. First
St., 2 blocks from campus.
352 3235.
._
Full and or pt. time nights
Knickerbocker. 352-5335.
FOR~S ALE__~
I ij string elec. Hagstrom
guitar. Good cond. Call Curt
at 2 1732.
King 5 B trombone with F
attachment. Excell. cond.
Call 352 7747.
Convert speakers, must
hear, very affordable. New.
352 1421.
Epiphone 6 string acoustic
guitar. 575. Call Keith at 352
1749.
__^_
-

Tired of walking? "69 Ford
Galaxy, yours for J250. Clean
Interior, solid engine. 1637
2902.

22x55 Stuart Mobile Home 3
bdrms., 2 baths, air. nat.
gas. big shaded lot and 2
storage sheds. 352 55I7_
ConrTVb French horn with
Lawsonjead pipe. 352 8352.
1972 Buddy Mobile Home.
12x60. 2 bdrm, washer and
' dryer, carpeted and skirted
54,500. Ca^after_5. 352 2197.
1977 Datsun Calil. custom
pick up with camper. Sell at
blu 6 ' Leave no. at 352
709 .
!V 3
'
Subaru. 4 door,
radiuis.'i. mpg., winterized.
Reasonable. 352 4048

One lull set MacGregor golf
clubs. 4 woods. 8 irons, ping
putter, bag and knit head
r
■
Ai L 2-4455.
1973 Dodge B 200 van
Partially customized. Must
sol' Make oiler Call after
6:30. Hi J/64.

TOR RENT
» 1EDROOM
UNF'JRK iSHED* HOME IN
COUNTRY
< 'i
PLUS
UTIL'T'FS Call35, 0717.
Across from campus
Mobile home. 2 bdrm. Jan.June lease. 352 6393 or 352
1484.
VERY • NICE
APT.
In
Waterville 8 mi. from BG.
Mature
applicants.
Reasonable rent. Call 1 8789695 after 5.
Cross-country ' ski rental.
D.J.Shop. 115 W. Merry Call
352 9157.

'Comeback kids' clash

Something has to give
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor
It's an ancient sports cliche: Something has got to give.
But it's usually heard when two undefeated or vrinless
teams clash.
Miami and Bowling Green find another meaning for the
cliche at Perry Field in the Falcons' Homecoming game at
1:30 p.m. tomorrow.
Both Mid-American Conference (MAC) football title
contenders are masters of the come-from-behind victory.
The Redskins, 5-1 and 1-0 in the league, have done it five
straight times. Coach Denny Stolz' team, meanwhile, has
taken three consecutive MAC games via the same route.
AND SPEAKING of "routes." Miami receivers will
probably run plenty of them tomorrow. You see, quarterbacK
Larry Fortner is the league's total offense leader, thanks to
his 24 for 32 passing in the last two games. For the season, the
Redskin signal-caller has completed 61 of 102 aerials, but that
doesn't scare Greg Kampe. BG's senior defensive back.
"I'd rather have them throw," Kampe says boldly. "If he's
that good of a quarterback, it would be a challenge for our
secondary. We have a good one."
The Falcons' backfield is the number one defensive
strength. Kampe, Dirk Abemathy. Bob Cummins and Andre
Parker is a solid unit and Mike Sugden. Matt Pillar, Joe
Merritt and Craig Cheetwood add good depth. They may or
may not get a good workout tomorrow, depending on the
sometimes-wicked Wood County wind.
"At the start of the season, we looked to the tackles and the

Kent State
moments.

interception

"THE WEATHER has been Just horrible this year," he
says. "I've punted 40 times and and Gugger (John, Blade
sportswriter) estimated the other day that 25 to 30 of them
have been into the wind.
"Even the wind at Kent was a factor," he says.
"Something like 14 of our 19 touchdowns have been with the
wind because we primarily have a passing attack. When the
wind blows against us, we run the ball and punt.
"The toughest thing I've ever had to do in my career has
been punting this year against the wind. If I hit em high they
go 20 yards and if I hit 'em low, they go farther but get
returned. What can I do?"
Maybe the wind won't blow tomorrow.
Then again, maybe Tampa Bay will be in the 1978 Super
Bowl.

HORSEBACK RIDING

BROOKDALE
STABLES
14810 FREYMANfW.

Classes available for credit
through B.G.S.U.
Phys Ed. Dept.

si'holo by D.ivr Hv.'n

GREG KAMPE gets a congratulatory hug from Cliff
Carpenter after he clinched Saturday's victory over

secondary for leadership," recalls Kampe, who is have his
best year defensively. "But the whole defense has come
together now."
Kampe also handles the punting chores, and this season,
it's been one heckuva chore.

the waning

Public Trail Riding

Women harriers host first annual Invitational
By Steve Sadler
Staff Reporter
The Bowling Green women's cross country team will be
involved in some homecoming activities of its own tomorrow
when it hosts the first annual Bowling Green Invitational.
The harriers will be entertaining Central Michigan.
Eastern Michigan, Western Michigan, Oberlin, Jackson
Community College and Ohio State.
"THE TEAM to beat will be Eastern." said head coach
Dave Williams. "They have beaten us once already this
season, but they will have their hands full come Saturday."
"In order for us to win Becky Dobson must finish at least
second." said Williams. "And Gail Billet. Mary Sue Rush.

Betsy Miler and Karen McQuilkin must stay dose together in
a pack. They must not lot any Batten) Michigan runners get
in between them."
"If Billet can't run i due to iin injury I. Debby Wcrnert must
improve another two minutes if we are to win. She has to run
her best race of the season," said Williams.
TRACK NOTES: The men's cross country team will be
traveling north to Toledo tomorrow for a scrinmiage run with
the Rockets, which will acquaint the Falcons to the course,
which is the site of the conference meet. "If I had known the
conference was goinc to be run there 1 never would have run
that road race," said head coach Mel Brodt. But at the time
I didn't know that it would be run there. It's too bad we lost to

Stickers prep for state tourney
Playing its last two games before state tournament, the
women's field hockey team travels to Ohio Wesleyan to face
Muskingum and Wittenberg.
Since there are only two regular season games left for the
Falcons, this will be the last chance for BG to improve its 3-41 record.
"BUT THIS IS a big weekend for us to pull things together
for state tournament," coach SueGavron said.
It appears that the Falcons will be traveling to Oberlin
College for that event.

Sports on TV
TOMORROW
1:30 p.m. College Football: pregame show, followed by
USC vs. Notre Dame, ch. 24.
5 p.m. Wide World of Sports: gymnastics. Harlem
Globetrotters, ch. 24.
10:30 p.m. College Football: Miami vs. BG. taped, ch. 57.
SUNDAY
10:30 a.m. Notre Dame highlights, ch. 11.
12:30 p.m. College Football 77, ch. 24.
1 p.m. NFL: Browns vs. Bills, ch. 13.
3:30 p.m. NFL: pregame, followed by Lions vs. 49ers, ch.
11.
4 p.m. NFL: Colts vs. Patriots, ch. 13.
11.30 p.m. Michigan Replay, ch. 13.

Gavron said she would have heard from the selection
committee yesterday if the team was not going to participate. They will be one of the 11! teams to compete at the
state tournament.
The coach concluded that the games against Muskingum
and Wittenberg will solidify the Falcons' plans as to what to
expect at State tournament.-CHF.RYI. GESCIIKI.
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GRADUATE
STUDENTS
*
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YOU MAY 'KNOW
YOUR CORRECT
ADDRESS
BUT DO WE?

*
*
*
*

To cmure receipt ol bills, qrades, pre
■ ii' .M .I'mn materials and validation
cards, plrasi- visit the otlice ol
GRADUATE ADMISSIONS or qive US a
call at 37? 7793 to let us know of any
chanqes.

*
*
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IT MAY MAKE LIFE
A LI
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GET US BACK IN THE GUINNESS BOOK!

Individual or Croup

Toledo (earlier this yearl. In every meet we've run with
them this year we've finished in front of them."

UPFRONT
BACKSTOCK
BUYOUT
Used Quality Paperbacks
On Sale Hundreds Of Titles
A Plethora Of Publishers
Starts Tuesday At

SBX

530 E. Wooster

(80 ACRES OF W(X)DED TRAILS)

HORSE DRAWN HAYRIDES
AND BUCCY RIDES
AVAILABLE THROUGI
RESERVATION

Mr

Call bS5-2193
(local listing)

Take / 75 to Cygnet fxif 177, West on Cygnet
Rd. to Mitchell Rd., then South on Mitchell
Rd. to Freyman Rd.

THE DEN'S
13th BIRTHDAY
SALE
YOUR
LUCKY
DAY
'••" "•..• *..,

SNAKE DANCE '77

ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED!
LEVI
DENIM AND
CORDOROY
AS LOW AS

10"

ENTIRE STOCK OF
SAVE
GREEK T-SHIRTS
10-20%
AND JEWELRY
CORDOROY
REDUCED
suns AND
SPORT COATS,
OUTERWEAR etc.

Save On Shoes- Sweaters-Ttes-ShirtsSox- Underwear-Hats etc.

Friday, Oct. 21st

7:00 p.m.

The Snake Dance starts at McDonald quad, and
will end at Moseley Hall for a Pep Rally at 8:45.
BINKAMIRICARO

GET PSYCHED TO BEAT MIAMI I

1432 E. Wooster

'•'Next to Big MacY

352-5265

fnaMPi

narge
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Hockey returns to'ice house' tonight
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor
Back to the good 'ole days:
Victories over national powers.
A Central Collegiate Hockey Association championship.
A berth into the NCAA's final five.
THArS RIGHT, Bowling Green hockey is back. The 197778 season starts tonight at 7:30 at the Ice Arena against the
Michigan Wolverines.
The same Wolverines that finished second in the nation last
year. The identical team which eliminated the Falcons from
a shot at the national title last year.

"We're both physical teams," BG coach Ron Mason said,
"but they forecheck like hell."
It's the season opener for Michigan, too, although the beat
rival Michigan State in a recent scrimmage, 7-4. The
Wolverine's are led by Ail-American center Dave Debol, who
set a school record last year with 99 points, 43 of them goals.
"HE'S THE best college player in the country," Mason
admitted. "They have a couple of other outstanding players,
but we should match up pretty well."
After tonight, the two-game set goes back to Ann Arbor,
Mich, and Yost Arena tomorrow night.
The Falcons boast the return of their top three lines and

. GEORGE BENSON
DON'T JUST READ & HEAR—
SEE & EXPERIENCE THE

GEORGE BENSON
HOMECOMING CONCERT
Anderson Arena Oct. 22nd 8 p.m.
Tickets Available at Union Ticket OfficeFinders-The Source-Boogie Records.Toledo
•CHESOl FWI MIVUNC

11 AM I IN DfcHO
CINEMAS
5235 MOHKX ST ■ AOJACBfT TO
FTMMtLM PAflK DRIVE H THEATRE 8820041

"'LOOKING FOR MR. GOODBAR'IS
ONE OF THE STRONGEST MOTION
PICTURES EVER MADE—AND ONE
OF THE BEST! Richard Brooks should get
two Oscar nominations, one for his screenplay,
one for directing. And Diane Keaton should get
the Oscar to take home as best actress of the
year in this UNFORGETTABLE, HIGH-

many excellent defensemen. The inexperienced hole is
between the nets.
All-league goaltenders Al Sarachman and Mike Liut have
stepped down and graduated, while a trio of freshmen have
moved in.
No clear-cut decision has been made by Mason yet, but it's
speculated that Brian Stankiewicz will open tonight and
Wally Charko will work in Ann Arbor tomorrow. Mark
Mazur, a former Bowling Green High School star, will
probably be the back-up man both nights.
"Michigan likes to bottle its opponents in their own end,"
said Mason, whose team compiled a 28-11 record last year,
but has never beaten the Wolverines in five meetings.

"The key will be positioning," he added. "They like to go
after 3-on-l and 2-on-l breaks, but if we can stop that, we
should get some good scoring opportunities."
Defensemen Tom Thomas, Mike Cotter, John Mavity and
Ken Morrow will log a lot of time tonight, while the key lines
are centered by Mark Wells, Dave Easton and Mike Hartman.
Wells, last year's leading scorer with 60 points, will be
flanked by John Markell last year's leading goal-scorer with
26. and Paul Titanic.
Byron Shutt and Tim Alexander will team up with Easton.
nicknamed "Whitey," while Steve Murphy and Andy
Crowther round out Hartman's line.

Offense, consistency still haunts hooters
By Tom Baumann
Assistant Sports Editor
After a week off, the
Bowling Green soccer team
goes back to work tomorrow
at Columbus against the

powerful
Ohio
State
Buckeyes.
Things haven't changed on
the Falcon front, however.
The problem still lies in the
offense, or, lack of it.
"We're not sure what our

STAPfVM
aCinema
1*2,

101 MM
OPINIAT
IMJf.M.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY ONLY!
MIDNIGHT MOVIE MADNESS!
ALL SEATS...'1.50
ONE SHOWING ONLY AT 12:01 A.M.
WOOCtf
ALLEN
( HANI
Kl AFON
TONY
FWBF.HTS

#

CAROL

KANE
FWJL
SIMON
SMI I I I Y
DUVALL
IANI 1
MAFRGOLIN
CHFflSTtFHER
WALKEN
COLLEEN
ITWHURST

IMPACT FILMS?-Lit Smith, New York Daily News

NOW SHOWING

ANNIE HALL'
A npivous fanance

. A .

..

starting line will be," coach
Mickey Cochrane said. "We
will keep trying different
ones to find one that works
effectively.
"WE NEED a team effort,
rather than individual
performances." Cochrane
said. "We need more
communication and a feeling
that no one player can do it
alone."
There's another problem
that's been facing the
Falcons all season longinconsistency.
"We have to play with
more
consistency, "
Cochrane admitted. "We
play one way one game and
an entirely different way the
next. We have to get our
offense going."
The Falcons will have to
use all of their resources
tomorrow against the bucks.
"They are a well balanced
team," Cochrane said.
"They rely on their offense,
which is based on powerful

Softball
meeting
All girls interested in
playing intercollegiate fast
pitch Softball next spring
should
attend
the
organizational meeting
Tuesday at 7::i0 p.m. in 105
South Hall, according to
coach Sally Ilattig For more

strikers and an excellent
sweep. But their goalie is

very good, and helps anchor
thedefense."

Humbled
Toledo 'spikes' BG
By Cheryl Geschke
Assistant Sports Editor
If the volleyball team learned one thing in its match
against Toledo University, it was how to be humble.
Bowling Green lost to the Rockets 10-15, 13-15 after
relinquishing an 8-1 lead in both games.
"I think we had the attitude that all we had to do was show
up and we'd beat Toledo." coach Pat Peterson admitted.
"But that isn't true of any team on our schedule."
She said that the Rockets were an improved team and
inspired for the match since it was the first time they had
ever played in Centennial Mall.
"THEY REAU.Y scrambled on defense and their offense
wasn't predictable." Peterson said. They were throwing
junk we weren't able to block and blocking is essential to our
defense," Peterson said.
The coach said BG's attack team was working well at first
and then began "sitting back on its heels a bit."
"We were not being aggressive defensively and the back
court didn't have good movement."
The Falcons have a chance to boost their spirits as they
head for a three-way match in Dayton tomorrow with the
Flyers and Mount St. Joseph.
DAYTON WAS RANKED fourth and St. Joseph fifth in the
nation last year, Peterson said.
"I'm happy we're going into hard matches." Peterson
said. "Tough competition is going to be essential to getting
our game back together."

Information, call Hattig

-.

United Artists

i^l

Monday or Tuesday at 3722772.

Plav starts at 11a.m. and sophomore Julie Dillon is back in
action after a wrist injury last week.

Don't Miss An Exciting

LOOKIXOFOh

HOCKEY/FOOTBALL WEEKEND

»no*utiosmuiim[LOOKING FOR MR GOODBAR ».,DIANE KEATON]
,„,„.,
TUESDAY WKIJ) WILLIAM ATHERTON
RICHARD KII.KY RKILARDGERE ,....-. FREDDIF FIELDS

LISTEN TO THE NEW

FM104
WIOT-STEREO

THE ALBUM STATION

AD SA1ES
PEOPLE NEEDED

AT LEAST 104 REASONS TO BE GLAD YOU'RE GOING TO SCHOOL IN

AT

NORTHWESTERN OHIO
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FALCONS vs. MICHIGAN
Tonight -7:30 pm- Ice Arena
NCAA runnerup Michigan bounced BG from
last year's national tournament. Be on
hand for sweet revenge Friday night in
the hockey season opener!
TICKETS NOW ON SAIF. IN MEMORIAL HAU.
BGSU Students
$1.50
Non-Students
$2.00
i Student season ID cards also on
sale, priced at $10 each, i

All tickets $2.00 at the gate

FALCONS vs. MIAMI
Saturday-1:30 pm-Perry Field
An MAC championship showdown with
league leading Miami-plan now to
attend and cheer the Falcons to a
big Homecoming victory!
TICKETS NOW ON SALE IN MEMORIAL HALL
BGSUStudents
$2.00
Non-Students
UQQ
Bench Reserved
jg_gg
Chair Reserved
$8.00

Tickets on sale at the Stadium Gate
Saturday beginning at 12

THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE IS OPEN WEEKDAYS,
9 A.M.-NOON, 1 P.M.-5 P.M.
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APPLY AT THE
NEWS OFFICE
106 UNIVERSITY
HALL

